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Two SJSU students were 
awarded fi rst place at the 2010 
CSU Media Arts Festival for 
their short fi lm “No Robots,” 
said the director of media rela-
tions for SJSU.
“Th e festival is held an-
nually as an opportunity for 
media arts students to gather 
in one place and participate in 
workshops, contests and re-
ceive awards,” Pat Lopes Har-
ris said.
She said the fi lm was di-
rected by senior animation/
illustration majors Kimberly 
Knoll and Yung-Han Chang.
Knoll said the pair was giv-
en the Rosebud Award, as well 
as $500 for themselves and 
$250 for their department.
“We made the fi lm with no 
intention of putt ing it in a fes-
tival,” she said. “We wanted to 
do something as a group — to 
prove that we could do it and 
now it’s all we want to do.”
Knoll said that it took 
about three months to come 
up with the fi nal script since 
she and Chang had such dif-
ferent ideas.
“We would meet with 
teachers and they would give 
us advice,” she said. “We drew 
storyboards aft er we wrote 
our script and from the 
Exhibit displays
slices of life  
JORDAN LIFFENGREN
Staff Writer
See MEDIA Page 3
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De Anza Community College student Alex Kato looks at a display of intestines at 
the Body Works Exhibit Dec. 1, 2010.
Students lend
community  
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Coff ee shop scene from the award-winning animated fi lm “No Robots.”
Student fi lm wins award at festival
Bones, muscles and veins 
are all on display for visitors 
walking through the Body 
Worlds Vital exhibit at the 
Tech Museum in downtown 
San Jose.
“Th is is the world premiere 
of this exhibit,” said Roqua 
Montez, director of public re-
lations at the Tech Museum. 
“It will be here in San Jose 
until Jan. 31, then we will de-
cide from there if we want to 
extend the date.”
He said America is strug-
gling with health issues, and 
this exhibit shows how the 
body works and how to pre-
vent certain diseases.
“You are what you eat, 
so nutrition is a big part of 
the human body,” said Janet 
Nguyen, a student at De Anza 
College. “What you eat deter-
mines how well your body is.”
Nguyen said her favorite 
part of the exhibit was the 
smoker’s lung.
“My uncle is a chain smok-
er, so it is kind of crazy to see 
how bad your lungs can be 
just by smoking,” she said.
Th ere are just over 12 bod-
ies that are part of the exhibit, 
as well as dozens of body 
parts, Montez said.
“It’s really interesting,” said 
Andrew Nguyen, a sopho-
more molecular biology ma-
jor at SJSU. “I never knew all 
of this was inside me and that 
this is what it looked like.”
“Th e Lassoer” and the 
“Winged Man” are a few of 
the bodies revealing the mus-
JEN NOWELL
Staff Writer
Whether a student is 
looking to give back to the 
community or gain valuable 
work experience, commu-
nity service opportunities 
are available to students 
through many avenues, said 
the associate director for the 
SJSU Center for Communi-
ty Learning and Leadership.
“A variety of projects 
are listed on our center for 
community learning and 
leadership website, under 
community learning op-
portunities,” Michael Fallon 
said. “On our website there 
are probably 50 diff erent 
partnerships, organizations, 
agencies and schools where 
we invite students to go and 
serve because we have had 
some presence there, or we 
feel they can get a meaning-
ful experience there.”
Th e center’s website 
states its missions are to pro-
mote and develop ways for 
students to participant in 
public life “in an informed, 
committ ed and constructive 
manner, with focus on ad-
dressing community prob-
lems.”
Fallon said students can 
participate in any of the four 
programs that fall under 
the umbrella of the center, 
which includes the Ameri-
corps Bridging Borders pro-
gram and Project SHINE.
Project SHINE — Stu-
dents Helping in the Natu-
ralization of Elders — is a 
program that provides stu-
dents with the opportunity 
to tutor at six diff erent senior 
centers located downtown, 
while helping elderly immi-
grants who speak English as 
a second language study for 
their citizenship tests.
Th e Americorps program 
is part of the national ser-
vice program, and invites 
students to become quarter-
time members to do 350 
hours of service over the 
course of a year, while earn-
ing a living stipend and edu-
cation award, he said.
Rosalyn Coronado, the 
Project SHINE director, 
said she began as a student 
involved in the program be-
fore becoming the coordina-
tor.
“I fell in love with what I 
was doing, so I volunteered 
to become a coordinator,” 
she said.
Coronado said it was well 
worth the experience and is 
a gratifying program.
“Th ey just love San Jose 
State students,” she said. 
“Th ey look forward to every 
semester when our program 
starts. Th ey adore the stu-
dents, the program. Th ey 
love the interaction with the 
ALEX SPICER
Staff Writer
See SERVICE Page 3
See BODY Page 3
storyboards we would take 
each shot in the storyboard 
and draw the background and 
give each scene an animation.”
“Th e plot of ‘No Robots’ 
centers around the idea of a 
world where robots are be-
ing recalled or destroyed by 
humans because they are tak-
ing up the workforce,” Knoll 
said.
She said the robots are now 
resorting to crime to survive, 
and signs are up everywhere 
saying “No Robots,” denying 
them entry to most public 
places.
“An owner of a cafe that 
has one of the signs up discov-
ers that a robot is stealing milk 
from his restaurant,” Knoll said.
She said the scene she en-
joyed the most is when the 
audience discovers why the 
robot is stealing milk.
“My favorite scene is the 
end because it’s so beautiful,” 
Knoll said. “I did the back-
ground and it took me a week 
to fi gure out the colors and 
everything — it was a really 
good scene.”
Th ey used pencil and paper 
to draw the images and Pho-
toshop to color them in, Knoll 
said.
She said the fi ve-minute, 
42-second piece took more 
than 30 animation and illus-
tration students to complete 
during this past summer.
“We pulled 14-hour days, 
seven days a week,” Knoll 
said. “A good 10 of us spent 
all of our waking hours at 
school. I think that was prob-
ably the hardest part — giving 
up the whole summer for this 
project — it was worth it, get-
ting all that recognition.”
Chang said without all the 
help the pair received, they 
would have nothing to show.
“Th is project not only gave 
us a stage to show what we 
learned from school, but it 
was also a good learning expe-
rience,” he said.
He said they worked with-
out funding, on a project that 
had never been att empted by 
students at SJSU before.
“Th ere were no funds for 
the project — only bagels and 
crackers provided by directors,” 
Chang said, “Considering the 
time we had — which was two-
and-a-half months — this fi lm 
turned out prett y good.”
He said “No Robots” has 
been offi  cially selected by oth-
er festivals as well, including 
the Asifa Hollywood Student 
Festival, the SoDak Anima-
tion Festival and the San Jose 
Short Film Festival.
“Compared to many out-
standing animations, ‘No 
Robots’ is defi nitely not a 
masterpiece,” Chang said. 
“However, it demonstrated 
to animation and illustration 
students that making a short 
fi lm is not something impos-
sible. It’s not easy, but it’s not 
impossible.”
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Female Flamenco dancer at the Body Worlds exhibit.
cles and tendons in slices, fanning out from the 
bone to show the inner workings of the human 
form.
Jeshuah Mitchell, a senior justice studies 
major at SJSU, said he learned a lot about mus-
cles from the exhibit.
“‘Th e Swordsman’ was my favorite body to 
see,” he said. “Th e way the parts are cut and 
separated allows you to see everything inside.”
Th e majority of the bodies came from Ger-
many, where the creator of the exhibition is 
from, he said. Th ey belong to people who, be-
fore their death, gave their consent for their 
bodies to be used in the exhibit.
Physician and anatomist Gunther von Ha-
gens is the inventor of plastination, a process 
where bodily fl uids and soluble fat are extract-
ed from a person to stop decomposition and 
are replaced with elastomers such as silicon 
rubbers, according to the Body Worlds web-
site.
“It’s really cool, the fact that my digestive 
tract is taller than I am,” said Alex Kato, a stu-
dent at De Anza Community College.
Body Worlds is the “fi ft h blockbuster exhibi-
tion” at the Tech Museum, focusing on healthy 
living and preventative disease, Montez said.
“Th e purpose of Body Worlds is to inform 
the public and inspire action among visitors to 
act diff erently and lead a healthier lifestyle,” he 
said.
Th e Tech Museum’s mission is to provoke 
thought, inspire action and educate and in-
form, Montez said.
“We think this is one of the best exhibitions 
out there that do just that,” he said. “So it is per-
fectly aligned with our mission.”
Nguyen said she heard about the exhibit 
through school and it caught enough of her in-
terest to come check it out.
“I’m really fascinated with the human body 
and I am looking forward to working in the 
medical fi eld,” she said.
Montez said turnout for the exhibit, which 
opened Nov. 13, has been great.
“We have seen several thousand people 
come through the exhibition thus far,” he said. 
“And we will have it through the holidays and 
we expect thousands more.”
Montez said he thinks the authentic bodies 
and how they are positioned are what bring 
visitors to the exhibit.
“I think it is about the knowledge that is em-
bedded in a lot of the exhibitions,” he said. “I 
think it is the very illustrative and dramatic way 
that the exhibit has been formatt ed.”
Chris Foppiano, a junior kinesiology major 
at Sonoma State University, said seeing the 
bodies revealed in so many diff erent ways was 
fascinating.
“It’s defi nitely an artistry,” he said. “I really 
liked the slides or cross-sectional slices of cer-
tain parts of the body that they have.”
Foppiano said he liked how they were en-
cased in plastic, making it easier to see the de-
tail in the individual muscles.
It was his fi rst visit to an exhibit of this kind, 
and he said it was well worth the visit.
Haley Garofalo, also a junior kinesiology 
major at Sonoma State University, said she 
liked Body Worlds Vital, but went to a similar 
exhibit in Sacramento, called Bodies Revealed, 
that she liked a lot bett er.
“It had more stuff ,” she said. “Th is one is 
kind of smaller, but I really liked the veins and 
stuff  like that.”
MEDIA
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“No Robots” was awarded fi rst place at the 2010 CSU Media Arts 
Festival.
young folk, I think. It’s so re-
warding.”
Andrea Rojas, a senior 
marketing major, said she had 
to do 12-15 hours of com-
munity service with various 
programs, including Second 
Harvest Food Bank and Veg-
gielution for one of her nutri-
tion classes.
“I learned about the home-
less experience and what they 
can get from our community 
shelters,” she said.
Fallon said the center 
formed the Cesar E. Chavez 
Community Action Center, 
which is now funded by As-
sociated Students.
Th ey have a number of pro-
grams that they created, in-
cluding mentoring programs 
in certain elementary schools 
and with high school students 
going through the college ap-
plication process, he said.
“At Del Mar High School 
they take incoming freshman 
and try to work with them to 
get their college applications 
in, to get them in on time, to 
follow them through the ac-
ceptance process, and even 
make sure they show up the 
fi rst day of college,” he said.
Fallon said there are one 
or two other programs that 
are open to students’ ideas 
— students can tell the pro-
gram what they would like to 
do and the program will help 
them fi nd a partnership.
Larissa Avisov, a junior po-
litical science major, said she 
wants to volunteer outside of 
school and work.
“I’ve always tried to set up 
times on Saturdays where I’d 
get groups of friends together 
to go do a community project,” 
she said. “I’ve always wanted to 
do a diff erent one each week 
because I think it’s really good 
to give back to the community, 
because I used to do it a lot 
when I was younger.”
Avisov said she has been un-
able to volunteer as much lately 
because she has been busy.
“I think that it’s a really 
good thing to do and I don’t 
think enough people our age 
do it,” she said.
Fallon said it’s common for 
students to fi nd satisfaction 
in their service work.
“Th is one young woman 
went and worked with two 
organizations in the city of 
Santa Clara, and talked about 
what a wonderful experience 
it was,” he said. “You can sit in 
a classroom and you can read 
a textbook and you can learn 
the principles of therapy, but 
it’s nothing like going — ac-
tually going — into a facility 
where they serve persons with 
disability 24/7, and get to re-
ally know the persons behind 
the labels, behind the faces 
and to really work with these 
individuals.”
Fallon said the woman felt 
she was so much more com-
fortable having had that expe-
rience and so much more con-
fi dent that she had something 
to contribute to the fi eld.
“Th at’s prett y consistent as 
people enjoy the real-world 
experience,” he said. “Th ey de-
velop skills and hopefully con-
fi dence, they are exposed to 
people on the other side of the 
track and learn empathy and 
maybe even compassion. Th ey 
learn how we need to collabo-
rate in meeting the needs of our 
communities and particularly 
disadvantaged populations.”
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Dedicated to the military men who served 
their country during World War II, the Spar-
tan Memorial Chapel was constructed from 
1944 to 1952, according to the SJSU campus 
building records.
Lt. Kenneth C. Bailey, a graduate from San 
Jose State University in 1942, was killed dur-
ing World War II in December 1943 — a let-
ter sent by his parents to the SJSU Alumni As-
sociation sparked the idea of the chapel, states 
a pamphlet in the SJSU Special Collections 
and Archives.
A pamphlet dating from before the Spartan 
Memorial Chapel was built states the school 
hoped to raise $50,000 for the building. Any 
extra money raised would go toward artwork 
and other items to beautify the memorial, 
which was meant to be “a permanent symbol 
of the spiritual values that are the foundation 
of American democracy.”
Although oft en referred to as the Spartan 
Memorial Chapel, the building was never for 
a specifi c religion but a place where all stu-
dents can go to be spiritual.
“Removable and interchangeable symbols 
enabled the same building to be used suc-
cessively by Catholics, Protestants, Jews and 
Christian Scientists,” stated another pamphlet 
supporting the construction of the Spartan 
Memorial.
Junior biology major Gabriel Dangtran 
said it’s important for students to know the 
history of the memorial.
“Students think it is a church,” he said. 
“Th at’s what I thought until my teacher told 
me.”
Paul Lee, the manager of the Associated 
Students Print Shop for 24 years, said he was 
involved in the renovations of the Spartan 
Memorial.
One of the plans for the memorial was to 
collect lett ers from the parents of the fallen 
SJSU military men and put them into a time 
capsule in the ground, Lee said.
For an unknown reason the lett ers never 
made it into the ground, and Lee said he end-
ed up in charge of them.
“It (the lett ers) was passed down to A.S.,” 
he said.“Th e business offi  ce was going to 
throw it away. Th ey didn’t know what it is 
about.”
Lee said he took the lett ers, bound them 
in a book and gave the original copy to the li-
brary’s archives.
Lauren Pijanuwski, a senior forensic sci-
ence major, said she didn’t know about the 
history behind the Spartan Memorial.
“I don’t think it would matt er much to 
most people,” she said.
Kristin Perez, a senior social work major, 
said she thought the school should make stu-
dents aware of the history of the building.
She said she thought the meaning behind 
the memorial should be as important as the 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library.
Leanne LoBue, scheduling supervisor for 
the Student Union, said in the summer, alum-
ni sometimes book the Spartan Memorial for 
their weddings.
“It will be a shrine to which faculty, stu-
dents, alumni, parents may go for meditation 
and prayer,” stated another pamphlet. “It will 
be available for special student programs for 
which a chapel is appropriate.”
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SjSpirit member, Christophe 
Gonzalez, reads outside the Spartan 
Memorial.
Memorial a tribute
to fallen heroes  
SHIVA ZAHIRFAR
Staff Writer
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Since the age of 21, African-American his-
tory has been the passion of Steven Millner, an 
African-American studies professor at SJSU.
“I‘ve been a professor at San Jose State, this 
is year No. 30,” he said. “I also taught at Santa 
Clara University and the University of Missis-
sippi.”
Millner said his journey to study African-
American studies at a university was very dif-
fi cult because he is a person of color and it was 
a time in history when college students were 
forcefully being draft ed into the Vietnam War.
“It was very diffi  cult coming to San Jose 
State in the late ’60s because this was a very 
hostile atmosphere for people like me,” he said. 
“But I was determined that I was going to stay 
in college. I was not going to go 11,000 miles 
to fi ght the Vietnamese when my fi ght was in 
places like Mississippi and L.A. County to try 
to fi nd equality and justice for people of color 
here in America.”
Mary Rickenbacker, a senior hospital-
ity management major and a former pupil of 
Millner, said she enjoyed taking Millner’s class 
because he’s very passionate about teaching 
African-American history to his students and 
helping them understand it.
“Learning about African-American history 
is actually great, so when you have a teacher 
that is willing to teach you things that you 
wouldn’t learn in a regular class is great,” she 
said. “Th e fact that he was actually there for 
some of the events he was speaking about, like 
for the Olympics and when they were at our 
school, is kind of nice and as a student you’re 
able to relate to his passion for American 
 history.”
Going to college
Millner said being draft ed was not an option 
for him because, even though he had to face 
many racial obstacles while att ending college, 
education was something both of his parents 
enforced in their home.
“My mother and my father had both gone 
to Ohio State and neither of them fi nished,” 
he said. “Th ey were both frustrated with their 
lives because of that. So they preached to the 
need to fi nish college to all of their children 
and to everyone that was in my peer group.”
Millner said he faced a variety of racial ob-
stacles while att ending college because it was 
a time when people of color were being dis-
criminated against.
“Th e professors looked at us with disdain, 
as if we did not belong,” he said. “Th ere were 
less than 50 Chicanos, 150 black students and 
there were virtually no Asian-Americans ei-
ther. So this was really a white campus in many 
respects when I arrived.”
However, Millner said he didn’t let the chal-
lenges of life shatt er his dreams of graduating 
from a university. He graduated from SJSU 
with a bachelor’s degree in sociology.
“I never got any real good counseling,” he 
said. “I simply just read a San Jose State bul-
letin and I took those courses. I never got side-
tracked because I was on a mission to fi nish.”
Millner’s accomplishments
Millner said graduating with a Ph.D. and a 
master’s degree in sociology from UC Berkeley 
really made gett ing a job easier aft er college.
“It opened a lot of doors,” he said. “Since 
I’ve been doing this since I was 21, by the time 
I was in my late 20s I was fairly good, so when I 
got interviews I got a lot of job off ers.”
Because of his determination to gradu-
ate from college, Millner said he was able to 
teach at Santa Clara University and Mississip-
pi University, but he has always seen SJSU as 
home.
“I taught at Mississippi from fall of 1982 
through the summer of 1984,” he said. “Th en I 
went back every summer for 12 years to teach 
summer school and they wanted me to stay at 
Mississippi as long as I could, but I was com-
mitt ed to San Jose State.”
Millner also went on to become a social 
historian at SJSU, publishing books such as 
“California’s Change in Majority and Contem-
porary Dynamics.”
“I’m a social historian trained in sociology 
with a focus on elements of America’s past 
with a specialization in the American civil 
rights movement,” he said.
 Millner and his students
 Millner said one thing he enjoys about 
teaching is seeing his students grow academi-
cally and graduate from college.
“I want them to acquire an appreciation for 
the challenges that humans have met in the past 
and the challenges they will encounter as they 
become more mature adults,” he said. “Th at’s 
what life is — it’s a challenge to get through a 
major on a campus like this with all the cutbacks 
and it’s a challenge to make one’s way into the 
world of work, especially in this economy.”
Dayana Salazar, chair for the urban and re-
gional planning department, said she enjoys 
working with Millner whenever she gets the 
chance to and she appreciates the devotion he 
has for his students. 
 “He’s very devoted to his students,” she said. 
“He’s also here on the weekends and holidays. 
We’re no longer surprised to see him here … 
He also approaches every student and our staff  
with a tremendous amount of 
respect. It shows through every 
interaction that he has with stu-
dents. He’s always there to sup-
port you and respects you. He’s 
very generous with his time.”
As a professor, Millner said 
he wants to create an environ-
ment for his students where 
they can be challenged but also 
cared for by the instructors at 
SJSU.
“I try my best to let all of our 
students know that they are hu-
man beings and not just num-
bers,” Millner said.
Hilton McCloud, a junior 
graphic design major and a former student of 
Millner’s, said he likes Millner as a teacher be-
cause he is a great and enthusiastic instructor 
who wants his students to enjoy learning about 
history.
“He makes sure that his lectures are educa-
tional and comical, which helps us understand 
the curriculum,” McCloud said. “I think as 
students we rarely have teachers who are ap-
proachable and to have a teacher that is cool 
and actually wants us to come to his offi  ce 
hours is awesome.”
Hillary Nixon, an associate professor for the 
urban and regional planning department and a 
colleague of Millner, said he is a great person 
that really cares about students at the univer-
sity.
“Th ere’s always students 
lined up to see him … he takes 
time with students,”  said Nix-
on. “He’s a truly delightful indi-
vidual and he really cares about 
his students above and beyond 
just the students in his class-
room.
Millner said he will be retir-
ing from his position in the next 
few years but that he still has a 
variety of things to accomplish 
before then.
“It’s inevitable,” he said. “It’s 
going to be very diffi  cult be-
cause I still feel fairly vigorous 
and I still have a lot that I would like to share 
with students.
“Retirement is a crisis in a human beings’ 
life and I know that’s going to be a crisis for me. 
I approach every class as if it might be my last, 
so I try to give all to every class as I can. Th at’s 
prett y much how I’ve been all my career.”
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Steven Millner, African-American studies professor at SJSU. 
SONIA AYALA
Staff Writer
Passion for learning drives professor 
Steven Millner has spent has seen the days of the Vietnam War, battled
racial discrimination and seeks to imbue students with his determination 
“
“
... As a student 
you’re able to relate 
to his passion for 
American history.
MARY RICKENBACKER
Senior hospitality 
management major “
“
It was very 
diffi  cult 
coming to San 
Jose State in 
the late ‘60s
STEVEN MILLNER
African-American 
studies professor
Here are tips from 
teachers to help 
ease the strain:
• “Sometimes what students 
neglect to do is go over previous 
quizzes or previous testing ma-
terial that was given throughout 
the semester so they can try to 
fi gure out what they got right 
and wrong,” said Portuguese 
Lecturer Deolinda Adao.
• “Please sleep well and 
eat enough protein and good 
nutrition,” said anthropology 
Lecturer Annapurna Pandey. “I 
advise them (students) to go 
over all the review questions 
that they are given by their in-
structors and spend a lot of time 
reading and preparing for the 
exam. Th ey should take their 
exam seriously and give their 
100 percent because even one 
point will make a diff erence.”
• “It’s really good advice to 
study and then go to sleep,”  said 
Carolyn Glogoski, an associate 
professor for the occupational 
therapy department. “Because 
information moves from the 
short-term memory into long-
term memory, a student will do 
bett er than if he or she stayed up 
all night studying.”
Disability 
Resource 
Center also has 
some advice on its 
website for taking 
fi nal exams:
• Read all the directions on 
the exam slowly and carefully. 
Underline key terms and steps 
in the instructions and in the 
exam questions.
• Answer the easiest ques-
tions fi rst — this builds your 
confi dence and triggers your 
memory. It reduces your anxi-
ety and facilitates clear think-
ing.
• If there are various types 
of questions, start with multiple 
choice fi rst. Th ey warm you up 
and have ideas in the choices 
which might help in the exam.
• Work at your own pace and 
use all the time allott ed. Do not 
worry when others fi nish before 
you.
• Att empt every question. 
make a sincere att empt at each 
question. 
Educational Coun-
selor Deanna Peck 
also offers her 
thoughts:
• “(Create) a test for them-
selves and having a friend do 
the same and then switching so 
they can put themselves in the 
testing position while they’re 
taking it. Th at way, they will 
be able to see what someone 
else thinks is important. Th en 
they can also teach their friend 
or group of friends and then if 
they’re teaching then they will 
know the material as well.”
• “Flashcards and summary 
sheets really work, because then 
you’re condensing the informa-
tion and putt ing it in your own 
words when you write it down 
— that way you really under-
stand it a lot bett er.”
• “I think deep breathing, 
as far as alleviating some of the 
test anxiety.”
• “Positive messages is a huge 
one. Th e more confi dent you 
can be while you’re reading and 
studying and taking the test, the 
bett er you are going to do.”
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO
STUDY FOR FINALS?
Meeting teach-
ers for offi  ce 
hours.  Meeting 
with groups and 
working 
together.  
Studying — 
hour after hour.
Graduate
Structural
civil engineering
Just the regular 
reading assign-
ments. I do not 
do anything 
special, just 
prepare by 
reading. I’m 
an exchange 
student, so I’m 
mostly just 
doing fun 
classes.Junior
Physics
Mostly just 
going over my 
notes for my 
classes. There’s 
not that much 
textbook work. 
For most of my 
classes it’s just 
notes.
Junior
Mechanical
engineering
A lot of time in 
the Engineering 
building and a 
lot of time in 
the library 
doing practice 
problems, going 
to see 
professors — 
which is what 
I’m doing here.
Senior 
Chemical
engineering
SASHA
KISELSTEIN
XIAO JUN
LIN
TAKU
HIGUCHI
CHERITA
YOUNG
I am work-
ing on a KNBR 
simulation 
project for my 
radio class, 
that’s due next 
Tuesday. Study-
ing an hour a 
day for my Ital-
ian class and 
that ﬁ nal is next 
week.  
I haven’t started 
studying yet for 
my ﬁ nals. I 
generally make 
cue cards and 
then go through 
those over and 
over and over 
again. I study 
in groups with 
friends.
MAXIMILIAN
ROVO
CAITLIN
LORIMER
Junior
Radio, 
television, film
Junior
Occupational
therapy
As fi nals approach, students may fi nd themselves feeling at 
a loss for what to do as they juggle term papers and projects 
with the need to study for exams.
Study tips for fi nals:
Information compiled by: Sonia Ayala
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Spartans to fl ip into new season at home exhibiton
Th e Blue and Gold exhi-
bition meet against Stanford 
University on Sunday will 
start off  the new season for 
the SJSU women’s gymnastics 
team.
“Our main goal is making 
sure the kids stay healthy and 
stay focused and doing what 
they need to do,” said head 
coach Wayne Wright.
He said the event will give 
the team the opportunity to 
show off  the hard work they 
have put into practice this past 
summer.
“We’ve been preparing do-
ing fl oor routines for a good 
month, which we have never 
really done in the past,” junior 
Katie Valleau said. “Stanford 
will be there, so it will be good 
to see how we can compare to 
them since they are a good ri-
val from the Bay Area."
Valleau said the team has 
a lot more depth this season 
with more people capable of 
competing in each event — if 
the team has injuries or sick-
nesses they can switch out 
people.
Wright said the team has 
welcomed three freshmen girls 
who will bring something dif-
ferent to the events they will 
compete in.
“We’re looking for them 
to come in and have an im-
mediate impact on the team 
in helping us with what we 
want to achieve this year,” 
he said. “The team is look-
ing really good and I was 
really impressed with our 
preseason training this past 
couple of weeks.”
Freshman Julia Greer, who 
was previously from Mission 
Valley YMCA gymnastics 
club in San Diego, said there 
are major diff erences between 
club gymnastics and compet-
ing at the collegiate level.
“Club is diff erent because 
it is so individual and it is all 
about you — you get to do 
everything,” Greer said. “But 
now as a team it is way dif-
ferent because you depend 
on everyone else and not just 
yourself. If you mess up it is 
bad.”
Greer said the experience 
may be diff erent but she en-
joys her time with the team 
regardless of the intense 
practices.
Wright said the preseason 
training helped the girls over-
come some minor injuries 
and lit a fi re within the team to 
show everyone what it can do.
He said despite the balance 
beam being one of the team's 
weaknesses last season, a lot of 
practice has now helped beam 
become one of its stronger 
points.
“Beam can prett y much 
make or break teams," Wright 
said. "It has put many teams 
out of championships — out 
of making it to nationals. Last 
year we weren’t really deep 
on beam, but we spent a litt le 
more time on it. Now we’re 
really solid on beam this year, 
probably more so than any 
other year that has passed.”
Junior Th omasina Wallace 
said the new freshmen lineup 
has helped the team build on 
what it already has.
“I’m so excited for Blue and 
Gold,” Wallace said. “We have 
really good talent on this team 
and its time for us to show it. 
We are going to show what we 
can do.”
Wallace, who competed all-
around for the Spartans last 
season, said she tore her Achil-
les tendon in her right leg prior 
to the meet against Boise State 
last season. 
She said she was upset she 
was unable to compete and 
help the team during the West-
ern Athletic Conference cham-
pionships but has been training 
hard to be able to compete on 
every event again this season.
Wallace said at the WAC 
championships, the team 
missed regionals by .355 points 
— a number that is posted 
across the walls of the practice 
gym to remind the team of this 
season’s goals.
“We’re going to make it to 
regionals this year no doubt,” 
she said. “We’ve had a mott o 
in our gym because we want to 
know that that’s in our history 
and it's not going to happen 
again. We’re going make it and 
that’s our goal.”
Sunday's exhibition meet 
will take place at the Yoshihiro 
Uchida Hall gym at 5 p.m.
AMARIS DOMINGUEZ
Staff Writer
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Freshman Alexandria Myers completes her series 
on the balance beam during practice on Monday. 
Myers will be competing on beam for the Spartans 
on Sunday’s exhibition meet.
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Junior Samantha Wong runs into her tumbling pass 
on the fl oor exercise during Monday’s practice.
“
“
Beam can 
pretty much 
make or 
break teams ... 
Last year we 
weren’t really 
deep on beam, 
but we spent a 
little more time 
on on it. Now 
we’re really 
solid on beam 
this year...
WAYNE WRIGHT
Head Coach
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SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE | No Fee to Apply Online for Spring 2011
admissions@sierranevada.edu | 866.412.4636 | www.sierranevada.edu
- Earn Your BS, BA, or BFA
- Average Class Size of 15
- One-on-One Advising 
- Over 30 Majors & Minors
- 1 Mile to Closest Ski Resort
- Residence Halls on Campus
- Walking Distance to Lake Tahoe
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Driven by Extraordinary Teachers
SPEND THE WINTER...
STUDYING AT LAKE TAHOE
EARN YOUR DEGREE IN FOUR YEARS
Classes You Need, When You Need Them
Gift s for the Obsessive Gamer
Gamers can be tough cookies to shop for, especially if 
the holiday shopper isn’t as intense about sitt ing in front of 
a screen as the person they have a gift  in mind for, so here’s 
some holiday suggestions for the obsessive gamer in your life.
Xbox 360 Kinect
Kinect for the Xbox 360 is Microsoft ’s newest piece of 
technology, a motion sensor that turns your body into the 
controller, placing players into the action and off ering a new 
dimension of video gaming.
Th e Kinect is looking to be a popular holiday item and Mi-
crosoft  is looking to gain the att ention of gamers by off ering 
a device that combines cameras and microphones to capture 
a wide range of body motions and sound that translates into 
actual gameplay.
Th e Kinect unit retails  for $149.99 alone, or can be pur-
chased in a bundle with the brand new 4GB Xbox 360 start-
ing at $299.99.
Don’t forget to pick up “Dance Central” for a Christmas 
morning dance party via Kinect.
Gran Turismo 5
Th e acclaimed magnum opus of driving simulators was 
fi nally released on the PS3 aft er fi ve years in development.
Fans of the series know what to expect from a Gran Tur-
ismo game, and GT5 delivers, off ering the almost ludicrous 
amount of realistic customizability that has become synony-
mous with the franchise since its fi rst iteration on the Playsta-
tion 1.
GT5 retains the photorealistic graphics that have become 
a series hallmark, and the game allows you to build and drive 
the car of your dreams without paying the cost of an arm and 
a leg they realistically retail for.
DSi XL
Th e DSi XL is the fourth iteration of Nintendo’s DS series 
of handhelds, and is the perfect gift  for a gamer who isn’t 
afraid to carry around an oversized video game handheld.
Th e DSi XL off ers all the same features as the DSi, which 
includes two cameras and more multimedia features such 
as Internet connectivity and access to social media such as 
Facebook.
Th e main draw of the DSi XL is its larger screen, which al-
lows for greater viewing angles in the event there are multiple 
people using the device.
Th e DSi retails for $150, which might not be a justifi able 
purchase for someone who 
already owns a DS.
Rock Band 3
Rock Band 3 can turn a stale 
holiday family gathering into 
a raging Slipknot concert with 
nothing but the well-developed 
ingenuity of a polished rhythm 
game and some plastic instru-
ments.
Th e game introduces the 
keyboard  — a fi rst for the 
genre — off ering some enjoy-
able possibilities for armchair 
musicians, although it seems 
like they could’ve included more 
keyboard-supported tracks for 
the game.
If you’re a fan of the series, 
chances are you have some 
instruments already so the game 
can be purchased in a bundle 
with just the keyboard for $130.
Fallout: New Vegas
If you’re itching to escape 
reality, sink into the post apoca-
lyptic wasteland of Fallout: New 
Vegas, the latest take on the ex-
pansive, open-world, role-play-
ing universe of Fallout available 
on PC, Xbox 360 and PS3.
New Vegas is the perfect gift  
for the gamer with a lot of time 
on his or her hands,  featuring 
hours upon hours of explora-
tion and eerie moments while 
conversing with locals and exploring the wastes of the Mojave 
Desert.
Th ough not every gamer’s cup of tea, the world of Fallout 
off ers some gratifying experiences  if one can get past the 
density of the experience.
GoldenEye 007
Th e legendary multiplayer of Nintendo 64 fame has 
received a rework and is back in action on the Wii, so gamers 
can step into the shoes of Agent 007 and begin gunning down 
Russian Ultranationalists in no time.
GoldenEye 007 is not simply a rehash set out to make a 
quick buck off  the franchise’s respected name it off ers a robust 
fi rst-person shooter that utilizes just the right amount of 
reminiscence, while still bringing modernized FPS conven-
tions such as the ability to look down a weapon’ s iron sights 
to the table.
It’s a polished game in its own right, making creative use of 
the Wii’s motion controls, off ering a new Bond chapter worth 
experiencing, and one that is sure to please Wii gamers look-
ing for a solid shooter this winter.
JUSTIN ALBERT
Tech Editor
Holiday tech: the gift that keeps upgrading
Our reporters review the perfect gift items for the gadget geek in us all
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The Xbox 360 Kinect is Microsoft’s fi rst foray into motion sensor gaming and 
the high tech camera is shaping up to be a hot holiday item.
The tech holiday buyers guide continues 
on Page 7
Media is becoming increasingly important in the Inter-
net. Whether you are addicted to Hulu, have 100 movies in 
your Netfl ix queue or just love listening to music on Pan-
dora, there are numerous ways to access it all.
Th ere are more and more devices specifi cally aimed at 
the media hound in us all, and these are the best.
Amazon Kindle
In the past couple of years eBooks have absolutely explod-
ed, and it’s primarily because of Amazon’s eReader. Th ere’s a 
reason Apple and Google have both hopped onto the eBook 
bandwagon, and that reason is the Kindle’s popularity. Th ere 
are two versions of the Kindle, one for $189 with free 3G and 
Wi-Fi and one for $139 with just Wi-Fi.
Th e Kindle is a great eReader and its biggest draw is the 
large amount of eBooks available to users. Th e only problem 
with the Kindle is that it’s prett y one-dimensional.
It’s a great gift  for someone who loves to read books, but if 
you want to do anything else it’s fi lled with mediocrity. Th is is 
because the Kindle’s greatest strength, it’s e-Ink screen, which 
makes the screen look like a book and reduces glare, is its great-
est weakness.
Th ere is no color, there is no touching, there is only bland 
black and white.
But it does make one great eReader, and that makes it 
worth it.
Apple iPad
If you would like to do more than read books, Apple’s iPad 
is probably the right choice for you. Th e iPad allows you to 
read eBooks, watch movies, listen to music and browse the In-
ternet in a  great size.
Th e iPad just might be Apple’s best device. It’s taken the 
tablet form factor and has almost perfected it. Th e screen is re-
sponsive and it’ll do prett y much anything you want it to. Hell, 
you can even print and work on documents and spreadsheets.
Th e price point is a litt le steep at $499, considering that it’s 
essentially an Apple netbook, but it’s also so popular that it’s 
inspired a multitude of other tablets like Samsung’s Galaxy 
Tab.
Th e one drawback is the iPad’s glass screen. It’s diffi  cult 
lounging around with it or laying in bed with it as it’s heavy 
enough to make your arms tired 
and could result in iPad-smash-
ing-your-face-in syndrome.
Roku XDS
For those who want to 
consume all the media the 
iPad can, but on a much 
larger screen, turn to the $99 
Roku XDS.
Th e XDS allows users to 
stream Internet services such 
as Netfl ix, Hulu and Pan-
dora straight to their TV in 
full 1080p. Th is is possibly 
the one area where competi-
tors Google and Apple, with 
Google TV and Apple TV, fall 
short.
Apple TV gets press, but it 
doesn’t output in 1080p and you’re 
stuck with streaming iTunes content while Google TV is slow, 
buggy and kind of confusing.
Th e XDS is simple to use too, as you just plug it into your 
TV and connect it to your wireless network at home and you’re 
good to go.
Th e one negative is that the XDS doesn’t play YouTube 
videos and Roku’s website doesn’t mention anything about 
YouTube at all.
Samsung Galaxy S phones
Want an iPhone but don’t want AT&T’s network? Never 
fear, because Samsung is here.
Samsung’s Galaxy S phones, which are available on every 
American carrier, unlike the iPhone, are a great set of alterna-
tives.
Th e phones are super fast, running on the 1 GHz hum-
mingbird processor and utilize 
Google’s Android operating 
system. Samsung took some 
liberty to customize Android 
with a custom skin called 
TouchWiz, but it works well 
and even looks a bit like Ap-
ple’s iOS operating system.
Each phone is a bit diff er-
ent and tailored to each car-
rier, but they’re all $199 with 
a new 2-year contract. Th ey 
all also off er satisfaction if you 
have a hunger for apps.
Th e Android Marketplace 
is present on all the phones 
and allows you to get your 
“Angry Birds” on, watch You-
Tube videos, e-mail, tweet 
and check Facebook to your 
heart’s content.
Of course, the phones aren’t perfect. Some of them seem to 
have GPS issues and Samsung’s support for its phones isn’t the 
greatest as they’re slow at fi xing potential problems and issuing 
soft ware updates.
If you’re looking for the few ideas for the 
aspiring photographer in your life and you’re 
racked for ideas then a consider these gift 
ideas for the 2010 holiday season.
     
Hipstamatic app for the iPhone
If you’re shopping for someone that wants 
to add fl air and style to photos shot on their 
iPhone in the sea of mediocre photo apps than 
consider the Hipstamatic app for t h e 
iPhone.
For 
two dollars, the 
aspiring photographer gets a program that has 
a range of fi lters that makes generic iPhone 
photos looks as if they’ve been taken with a 
cheap, plastic camera made in the ’70s and 
’80s.
Th e gift  might seem like a cheesy idea but 
the eight fi lters for the initial purchase will 
add a bit of style when uploaded to Facebook 
and Twitt er.
Th e downside of the app is the digital view-
fi nder is a fraction of the iPhone’s screen while 
the rest is mocked-up to look like the back of 
a camera. I get it that the app is supposed to 
have a retro-vibe but it should at 
least have an option to switch to 
the full-screen viewfi nder.
Olympus PEN cam-
eras
For photog-
raphers that are 
looking to gradu-
ate from the tra-
ditional point-
and-shoot camera 
— the type of cam-
era that are tucked 
away in a pocket or 
backpack while out with 
friends — but aren’t looking for a bulky DSLR 
camera, then the PEN is a good median. Th e 
PEN cameras range from $500 to $900, which 
isn’t  cheap for a glorifi ed point-and-shoot but 
the cameras off ers 12.3 megapixels and give 
its pictures a higher quality and they’re still 
cheaper than a low-end DSLR.
Since the camera is DSLR-like, the PEN 
cameras have lenses that can be switched out 
for improved zoom and apature use. Again 
the lenses don’t run cheap but they’ll help as-
piring photographers learn how to shoot at a 
more skilled level.
Kodak Zi8
If you’re considering a Flip Camera, don’t 
because this Kodak hold-out camcorder is a 
bett er solutions for a couple of reasons.
Both cameras run for about the same price, 
roughly $180 depending on sales and shop-
ping outlets, but for that price the Kodak of-
fers more options and features.
Unlike the Flip cameras, the Zi8s storage 
is based off  of SD card slots so the memory 
can be expanded as it’s needed. So users aren’t 
locked in to only having a 4 or 8 gig option.
Th e Kodak Zi8s are able to shoot in 1080p 
resolution, unlike the fl ips that have a highest 
resolution of 720p.
Th e Kodaks also off er a wide-screen format 
display and the body of the camera is slimmer 
in format when compared to the Flip Ultra-
HD, which resembles a rubber-covered brick 
with a lens, making the Kodak easier to carry 
around.
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TECH STOCKING STUFFERS
Tech accessories that are sure to please the 
digitally inclined individual in your life
Sony mdr-E10Lp Headphones
Anyone with an mp3 player or media device 
needs headphones and the Sony mdr-E10Lps 
are great choices. They’re cheap at $10 and 
they provide sound quality that rivals the head-
phones bundled with iPods and other mp3 
players, but they also last longer.
The earbuds are super lightweight and have 
13.5mm drivers for deep bass and crisp treble.
Mad Catz Call of Duty Black Ops Precision Aim 
Controller
The Mad Catz Call of Duty Black Ops Precision 
Aim controller is a surefi re gift to give any one 
of the millions of people who have become ad-
dicted to the wildly popular online shooter.
The controller is designed for COD junkees in 
mind, featuring large “combat” buttons and 
quicker triggers.
The controllers retail for $49.99 and are avail-
able for Xbox 360 and PS3.
Nikon lens pen
The Nikon lens pen puts the majority of a lens 
cleaning kit into a plastic tube. So instead of 
keeping track of seperate brushes and cleaning 
solution. It’s now in one tool for $10.
The pen’s convenient size and practicality make 
it an ideal purchase or any photgrapher looking 
to maintain their investments.
Gift s for the Aspiring 
Photographer
Gift s for the Media Hound
It’s not breaking news that professional athletes have 
overinflated egos.
However, after reading today that Derek Jeter was re-
portedly “angry” over his 3-year, $51 million contract, I 
was in a state of disbelief.
This is Derek Jeter after all — he’s won five World Series 
rings as the shortstop and face of the New York Yankees for 
the last 15 years.
He has a .314 career batting average, he has been se-
lected to the all-star game 11 times, and he’s won the Gold 
Glove five times.
So why am I so shocked by his attitude? Because it’s 
Derek Jeter.
Jeter has been baseball’s golden boy for a while now.
He’s never been accused of using steroids and he’s al-
ways been a quiet winner who parents are happy to have 
their children look up to.
This offseason Jeter became a free agent, and although 
he was expected to receive a substantial new contract from 
the Yankees, nobody expected him to get offered as much 
as he did.
The Yankees offered Jeter a 3-year, $45 million contract, 
which was outrageous considering Jeter is 36 years old and 
showing it on the field.
He just had the worst of-
fensive season of his career, 
and has always been consid-
ered to be overrated after 
having spent a career with 
the Yankees.
Yet Jeter publicly scoffed 
at this contract, despite it 
making him the highest-
paid shortstop in baseball 
and probably twice what 
any rational team would pay 
him.
The Yankees responded 
by suggesting he “test the market” and drink some “reality 
potion.”
Harsh, considering Jeter has been the captain and face 
of the franchise for years now, but for once, I completely 
support the Yankees.
And still, just days later, the Yankees have decided to 
throw more money his way. According to reports, he be-
grudgingly accepted, angry that the Yankees disrespected 
him with such embarrassing amounts of money.
I don’t think the world realized how highly Jeter thought 
of himself.
In fact, I don’t think anyone thinks of Jeter as highly as 
he does himself, which I suppose just drops him right in 
with the majority of professional athletes.
Let’s break this down for a moment though: The best 
shortstop in baseball right now is probably Bay Area native 
Troy Tulowitzki of the Colorado Rockies.
He just received a 7-year, $133 million contract, putting 
him in the same yearly salary range as mediocre-at-best 
Jeter.
Tulowitzki’s contract is 
reasonable, while Jeter’s 
overblown contract — that 
he thinks is too little — is 
ridiculous.
An article I recently read 
brought up a good point be-
tween the way modern stars 
control their salaries com-
pared to stars of the past.
Hall of Famer Mickey 
Mantle went to the Yankees 
general manager in 1957 
after winning the Triple 
Crown (highest batting av-
erage, most home runs and 
runs batted in) and asked 
for a pay raise.
Yankees’ general man-
ager George Weiss dropped 
a manila folder, presumably 
full of scandalous photos, on the desk in front of Mantle 
and simply said “I wouldn’t want this to get into Merlyn’s 
(Mantle’s wife) hands.”
So despite having opposite seasons, the two Yankee stars 
got opposing responses and contracts.
I just wish current Yankees’ general manager Brian Cash-
man had pulled out that manila folder on Jeter.
I remember back in high school 
when a cute, young teacher started 
working at my school. 
He caught the att ention of several 
of my female  friends, turning even 
the coolest of them into giddy school-
girls.
What was obvious to me was prob-
ably obvious to him, but he kept his 
composure and was professional even 
as the female student body swooned 
over him.
He laughed and joked with all the 
students, but outside of school he 
knew not to cross the line. Th ere was 
no way any student could form a close 
friendship — let alone a romance — 
with him.
Sadly, some teachers get caught 
up in the att ention of their students 
and indulge themselves in private re-
lationships — even taking it as far as 
having sex with their students.
Twenty-fi ve-year-old science 
teacher Jennifer Riojas resigned from 
her job in October, a month before 
being charged with sexual assault of 
a child, according to ABC News.
She has been accused of having 
sexual relations with a 16-year-old 
student.
Th e student came forward aft er 
fi nding out Riojas was pregnant, be-
lieving it might be his — it has not yet 
been confi rmed if her unborn child 
was fathered by the young teen.
Th e student said his former teach-
er would drive the both of them to 
hotels where they would engage in 
sexual activities. 
He said they had even fooled 
around in his hospital bed aft er he suf-
fered from a football-related injury.
Disturbing as this may be, this in-
cident is not the fi rst time something 
like this has happened.
Mary Kay Letourneau, a former 
school teacher who had an aff air with 
a 13-year-old student, was convicted 
in 1997 and served seven years in 
prison.
Here in the United States it is il-
legal to have sexual relations with a 
minor.
Not only is it wrong, but it’s sick 
and they need to remember that 
their student is someone else’s child. 
Teachers need to set and keep bound-
aries for themselves when working 
with children.
Th ere has to be something wrong 
with these people mentally if they 
think it is OK to have sexual relations 
with their students. In Letourneau’s 
case it was said that she suff ered from 
depression and was bipolar.
Th ese teachers don’t take into con-
sideration the problems they cause 
for the families or the psychological 
damage they can cause to the child.
If I had a child and a similar inci-
dent occurred I would be upset and 
want to seek revenge.
Having a sexual relationship with a 
minor has it’s consequences.
Th ose who get convicted must 
serve jail time, register as a sex of-
fender and can‘t work with children, 
according to the California Offi  ce of 
the Att orney General.
Is it worth it, risking your reputa-
tion for the sake of lust? Even though 
my friends and I still reminisce about 
our former teacher we know that we 
would never take it that far.
Yes, he was att ractive. Yes, I had 
a slight crush on him, but knowing 
that he was the same age as my older 
brother made me realize it was just a 
crush and it would never go beyond 
that.
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Teachers need to keep their hands to themselves
REBECCA HENDERSON
Staff Writer
“
“
Jeter publicly 
scoff ed at this 
contract, 
despite it 
making him 
the highest-
paid shortstop 
in baseball ...
ALEX SPICER
Staff Writer
Hey Derek Jeter, 
quit your whining
Congress is voting on the Develop-
ment, Relief and Education of Alien Mi-
nors Act this week.
For those who don’t know, the 
DREAM Act is a bill that will 
allow children, who have been 
brought here illegally by their 
parents, the right to stay in this 
country.
Th ere are requirements.
Th ese children must have 
been brought to the United 
States before the age of 16, 
graduated high school here 
or at least earned a GED and 
been accepted into a institute 
of higher education.
Also, these immigrants must 
have been in the country fi ve 
years before the execution of 
the bill, be between the ages of 12 and 35 
at the time of the application and be of 
good moral character, according the the 
Dream Act Legislation website.
Th is bill should be passed because for 
some, this is the only country they know.
Th e children of these immigrants have 
att ended school here and assimilated into 
American culture.
Th ey may be of a certain descent, but 
they are by all other means American.
I came to this country when I was 
two.
I have graduated from high school, and 
am on my way to graduating from SJSU 
and have already put in my applications 
for graduate school.
I am, for the most part, American.
Fortunately, my parents and I became 
citizens earlier this decade, but I cannot, 
for the life of me, imagine what life would 
be like should I have to leave this country, 
which I have belonged to for so long.
I visited Peru and was shocked by the 
culture.
Granted, I’ve always joked that in my 
parents’ house I was Peruvian, and once 
out the door I was 
American again — 
but that didn’t really 
prepare me for the 
vast diff erences be-
tween the two.
Although I en-
joyed my vacation in 
Peru, I was happy to 
get back to my way of 
life.
Plucking children 
from this way of life 
and slapping them in 
the face with a culture 
is shocking.
Immigration for children and adoles-
cents is stressful.
In adolescence, teenagers have a need 
to be accepted and should be nurtured.
Displacing them from what could 
have possibly been the only country they 
know can cause traumatic and irrevers-
ible damage.
Many of these children were brought 
here by their parents in hopes for a bett er 
future.
Punishing them by deportation is ma-
licious in my eyes.
If these children have completed high 
school and aspire to continue their edu-
cation, why rip that dream away from 
them?
Aft er all, looking at your own personal 
heritage, wasn’t your family an immigrant 
of this country at one time?
Passing this bill will only be benefi cial 
to our country by allowing immigrants to 
stay here to study.
Would-be applicants want higher 
education, whereas some college-aged 
Americans just waste time and money.
Th ey want to stay in this country 
and become well-informed members of 
society.
Th is act will not automatically grant 
status to all that apply. A six-year condi-
tional stay will be granted.
Many immigrant future scholars are 
courageous for stepping out into the 
spotlight to share their stories in hopes 
that some politician somewhere will care 
enough to listen.
Educated, driven and courageous — 
aren’t these the kind of citizens we want 
people to be?
By the end of this month, I will no longer 
be a resident of San Jose, or even the greater 
Bay Area.
I graduate from SJSU next week, and I’m 
prett y excited to walk the stage.
What I’m not excited for is the move that 
is to follow. I will be moving back in with my 
parents, but not into my childhood home in 
Union City, some 30 miles from SJSU.
I will be moving more than 150 miles north 
to a place called Kelseyville on the banks of 
Clear Lake.
For the fi rst time in my 
life, I will be more than three 
hours away from anyone and 
everything I’ve ever known 
and loved.
Allow me to put things 
into perspective.
For 25 years, I lived in 
Union City, a city that is 
overshadowed both in size 
and reputation by its neigh-
boring cities of Fremont and 
Hayward.
For the last year, I’ve re-
sided downtown here in San 
Jose, a city so large and grand 
in scale I’ve yet to be able 
to experience everything it 
holds.
And then there’s sleepy 
litt le Kelseyville.
Kelseyville, Calif. had an 
estimated population of 2,928 
in 2000, according to the U.S. 
Census Bureau website.
Seemingly no one I’ve 
spoken to knows where 
Kelseyville is located.
Hell, Kelseyville isn’t even a city or town 
— it’s a census-designated place, which is an 
unincorporated community similar to a town 
of comparable size, according to the U.S. Cen-
sus Bureau website.
And Lake County, where Kelseyville is 
situated, only has an estimated 65,279 people 
living there as of 2009, according to the U.S. 
Census Bureau website.
My hometown has more people in it than 
all of Lake County.
Aft er growing up in the suburbs and living 
in a major city for a year, I’m moving into my 
parents’ new home, in which they have sett led 
as retirees, in the middle of nowhere.
Words cannot even express how bummed I 
am to be moving to this semi-isolated place.
Being in downtown San Jose for a year has 
gott en me used to walking around to get to 
spots aft er being used to driving around to get 
anywhere in Union City.
Now I will have to drive again to get to plac-
es because my parents’ house is on the side of 
Mount Konocti, a dormant volcano that over-
looks Clear Lake.
What I’m really unhappy about missing out 
on is all my friends.
I essentially feel like I’m going into exile to 
save some money and use all my free time to 
fi nd a career.
But I have to look at the bright side of 
things. 
Th is is a new beginning for me, a chance to 
start fresh and build a completely new life.
Th e air in Kelseyville is so much more clear 
and fresh than the air in and 
around the Bay Area, something 
I will thoroughly enjoy and the 
fresh air will help motivate me 
to get outside more and stop 
staring at the TV.
Numerous wineries line the 
lake, and I plan to make many 
a visit to them to taste and buy 
some of the excellent wine Lake 
County produces.
It will be awesome to have 
home-cooked meals again and 
to be able to hang out with my 
parents and my silly litt le dog, 
Cleo.
But it isn’t home, and I don’t 
want it to feel like home.
Th is is a stepping stone to 
fi nding a job in the journalism 
fi eld and making the life I’ve al-
ways planned for myself.
While that may not happen 
and my dream may change, it’s 
time for me to make that ef-
fort and reach for that prover-
bial brass ring on the merry-go-
round of life.
It sucks that I have to be 150 miles from ev-
erything to do so, but such is life. I’m going to 
damn well make the best of it.
She rubbed my belly when I had too much rum, held me when I cried in the middle of 
a crowded street and came to the rescue every time my unpredictable car decided to stop 
functioning.
I’ve known her for fi ve years, but it feels like we’re going 
to be celebrating our 50th anniversary soon with the way 
we act.
She’s my best friend and she’s leaving me on Jan. 5.
My pint-sized partner in crime was accepted to a study 
abroad program in Paris and she’ll be there for an entire 
year.
She and I, along with a friend of ours, went there for 
the month of July this past summer and had the time of 
our lives.
It was everything we had hoped for and more — we 
came back with memories and experiences we’ll never 
forget, as well as a few stories to tell the grandkids when 
they’re old enough.
A double major in French and business, my best friend 
is someone I look up to for the perfection she achieves in 
almost everything she does.
I honestly don’t know what I’m going to do without her.
For the past couple of years we’ve become so close — at times, too close for comfort for 
most people.
We’re at that point in our friendship where we can both be in the bathroom at the same 
time, even if one of us is peeing.
Too much information? 
Not for us.
I just don’t know who’s going to 
be okay with watching a “Keeping 
Up With Th e Kardashians” mara-
thon, singing along to the band 
Best Coast or playing online draw-
ing games with me in the wee hours 
of the morn’ when I can’t sleep.
No one’s going to be here to 
force me to wake up for my yoga 
class or pick out the perfect outfi t 
for me when we go dancing in San 
Francisco.
I’m jealous of her because I 
know she’s going to have the time 
of her life.
She’s going to meet new people, wander the beautiful streets of Paris and gorge herself on 
Nutella crepes — possibly every day.
I wish I could go too, so bad, but my major doesn’t off er a study abroad program there.
Believe me, I looked, but the only ones were for summer.
But, I can’t help but be happy for her at the same time — I think traveling is one thing that 
every person needs to do if they have the time and money.
Th e world is too big and life is too short not to explore and learn as many languages as 
possible.
It’s amazing how much you can learn in a single month of living in another country, so I 
can only imagine how much she’ll grow as a person and a student aft er 12 months.
I just hope our friendship doesn’t change.
Last semester I had a good friend leave for six months to study in Copenhagen and al-
though we didn’t talk for a while, as soon as I saw her in the fl esh, it was like no time had 
passed.
I’m crossing my fi ngers that the outcome will be the same this time.
We’re going to miss each others’ birthdays and she won’t be here to sneak into hotel pools 
with me, which by the way, thank God I speak a limited amount of Spanish because it got us 
out of trouble last time when the guard with broken English threatened to call the police on 
us.
I love her with all my heart and I’m going to miss sharing secrets with “ma belle,” but I wish 
her all the best and the happiest of French shenanigans.
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Sadly graduating  
into small-town life
Th is is the fi nal appearance of “Humor Me.”  
Kevin Hume is the Spartan Daily Multimedia 
Editor
KEVIN HUME
Humor Me
ALEXANDRA RUIZ-HUIDOBRO
Staff Writer
“
“
After growing up 
in the suburbs 
and living in a 
major city for a 
year, I’m moving 
into my parents’ 
new home, in 
which they have 
settled as 
retirees, in the 
middle of 
nowhere.
Give children 
the American 
DREAM
When your best friend 
leaves on a jet plane 
“
“
No one’s going to be here to 
force me to wake up for my 
yoga class or pick out the 
perfect outfi t for me when we 
go dancing in San Francisco.
JORDAN LIFFENGREN
Staff Writer
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“
“
Displacing 
them from 
what could 
have 
possibly been 
the only 
country they 
know can 
cause traumatic 
and irreversible 
damage.
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Deck the halls with the merriest gifts
(Items listed from left  to right)
• Kimchi Blue French Dress 
from Urban Outfi tt ers
• Chanel Quilted Leather Bicycle 
at Sybarites
• Th e Lost Beatles Photographs: 
Th e Bob Bonis Archive, 1964-...
• Clarisonic Skincare Brush
• Mad Men Illustrated World By 
Dyna Moe
• Coco Mademoiselle Chanel perfume
• Inception (Th ree-Disc 
Blu-ray/DVD Combo)
• Apple - Th e new iPod nano 
with Multi-Touch
• Global Concrete Culture - 
Th e Wilson Coat in Gray Tweed
• Gold Gym’s Dance Workout for Wii
• Peppermint Bark, Set of 2 
from Williams-Sonoma
• N.Y.L.A. ‘Sheen’ Over the Knee Boot
4th Street Pizza rises to the occasion
A small pizza parlor lies 
a block away from the SJSU 
campus, hidden in the shadow 
of San Jose City Hall.
As the name suggests, 4th 
Street Pizza Co. sits on the cor-
ner of Fourth and Santa Clara 
streets, providing students 
with an alternate choice to the 
more mainstream restaurants 
nestled around the perimeter 
of campus.
As I stepped out of the rain 
and into a warm, dimly lit and 
relatively small restaurant, I 
immediately forgot I had just 
trudged a couple of wet blocks 
to get there.
Th e restaurant was fairly 
quiet — I was there in the 
middle of the aft ernoon — 
but it had evidence of a more 
raucous atmosphere during 
the evenings or on game days, 
based on the fl at-screen televi-
sions lining the walls and the 
bar awaiting its tender.
Sport-themed trinkets and 
memorabilia hang along the 
walls and despite its somewhat 
dark mood, it has a relaxing 
quality about it.
Th e prices were a litt le high-
er than I had anticipated: $3.25 
for a slice of pizza and $12.95 
for a small specialty.
Increasing pizza size to me-
dium and large raises the price 
in about $5 intervals.
In addition to pizza, the 
restaurant has two bars — 
one serving alcohol, the other 
salad.
In the spirit of following 
the 4th Street theme, I opted 
for a small pizza called ‘Th e 
4th Street,’ which was topped 
with pepperoni, smoked ham, 
salami, red onions, bell pep-
pers, black olives, mushrooms, 
Italian sausage and smoked 
bacon.
Th e pizza tasted as good as 
it looked.
Th e meat-to-vegetable ra-
tio was in perfect harmony, 
and the array of colors, fl avors 
and textures topping the pizza 
made it enjoyable.
My only gripe would be that 
the crust was too big, but even 
that comes down to personal 
tastes and a thin crust pizza 
can be ordered instead of thick 
crust.
Despite being what the res-
taurant called a small pizza, it 
was of adequate size to prop-
erly fi ll up one or even two 
people.
I went into the 4th Street 
Pizza Co. hungry and still left  
with a few slices of pizza.
Th e service was very friend-
ly, and they even off ered to keep 
the slice of pizza my friend had 
ordered warm while we waited 
for my pizza in the oven.
Overall, 4th Street Pizza 
Co. is a relaxing spot to meet 
up with an old friend for lunch, 
or for those who want to have 
fun. Th e restaurant gets busy 
during the evenings — espe-
cially since there are diff erent 
events and discounts every 
night of the week.
If you’re looking for a new 
place  to mix up the usual stu-
dent routine and have not al-
ready been to the 4th Street 
Pizza Co., it’s defi nitely worth 
checking out.
However, if you’re on a stu-
dent budget, you might want to 
hold off  until the evening when 
pizza and drinks are cheaper.
ALEX SPICER
Staff Writer
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A signature 4th Street Pizza topped with pepperoni, smoked ham, salami, red 
bell peppers, black olives, mushrooms, Italian sausage and smoked bacon.
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